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Abstract
This paper describes a production experiment carried out to determine which modalities
people choose to answer different types of questions. In this experiment participants had to
create (multimodal) presentations of answers to general medical questions. The collected
answer presentations were coded on types of manipulations (typographic, spatial, graphical),
presence of visual media (i.e., photos, graphics, and animations), functions and position of
these visual media. The results of a first analysis indicated that participants presented the
information in a multimodal way. Moreover, significant differences were found in the
information presentation of different answer and question types.
Keywords: Multimodal information presentation, cognitive engineering
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INTRODUCTION

Much research on question answering (QA) has focussed on answering factoid questions, i.e., questions
that have one word or phrase as their answer, such as “Amsterdam” in response to the question “What is
the capital of the Netherlands?” Obviously, factoid QA does not really require Natural Language
Generation, and the output modality will typically be text. However, there is currently a growing interest
in moving beyond factoid questions and purely textual answers, and then output generation becomes an
important issue. Questions that arise are: how to determine for a given question, what the best
combination of modalities for the answer is? And related to this: what is the proper length of a non-factoid
answer? In this paper, we describe ongoing work in the context of a medical QA system within the IMIX /
IMOGEN1 project that addresses exactly these issues.
In the medical domain several question types occur, such as definition questions or procedural
questions. These different types of questions require different types of answers. For example the answer to
the definition question “What does RSI stand for?” would probably be a textual answer, like “RSI stands
for Repetitive Strain Injury”. However, the presentation of an answer through text only may not be the
best choice for every type of information. In some cases other modalities (e.g., pictures, film clips, etc.) or
modality combinations (e.g., text + picture) may be more suitable. For example the answer to the
procedural question “How should I organize my workspace in order to prevent RSI?” would probably be
more informative if it contained a picture. Moreover, the length of the answer could also play an important
role in the answer presentation. For example, the answer to the question “What does RSI stand for?” could
be an extended one: “RSI stands for Repetitive Strain Injury. This disorder involves damage to muscles,
tendons and nerves caused by overuse or misuse, and affects the hands, wrists, elbows, arms, shoulders,
back, or neck”. This answer provides the user with relevant background information about the topic of the
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question. In addition, including additional text in the answer may allow the user to assess the answer’s
accuracy in order to verify whether it is correct or not (Bosma, 2005). This raises the question which kind
of answer presentations (unimodal vs. multimodal) would be best for different types of questions and
answers.
Much research has been done in the field of cognitive psychology on the influence of (combinations
of) different modalities on the users’ understanding, recall and processing efficiency of the presented
material (e.g., Carney & Levin 2002, Mayer 2005, Tversky, Morrison & Betrancourt 2002). This research
has resulted in several guidelines on how to present (multimodal) information to the user, such as the
multimedia principle (i.e., instructions should be presented using both text and pictures, rather than text
only) and the spatial contiguity principle (i.e., when presenting a combination of text + pictures, the text
should be close to or embedded within the pictures) (Mayer, 2005). However, these guidelines are based
on specific types of information used in specific domains in particular descriptions of cause and effect
chains which explain how systems work (Mayer 1989, Mayer & Gallini 1990, Mayer & Moreno 2002)
and procedural information describing how to acquire a certain skill (Marcus, Cooper & Sweller 1996,
Michas & Berry 2000, Schwan & Riempp 2004). These guidelines do not tell us which modalities are
most suited for which information types, as each learning domain has its own characteristics (Van
Hooijdonk & Krahmer, submitted).
Several researchers have tried to make an overview of the characteristics of modalities, information
types, and the matches between them. For example, Bernsen (1997) focussed on the features of modalities
in his Modality Theory, i.e., “given any particular set of information which needs to be exchanged
between user and system during task performance in context, identify the input/output modalities, which,
from the user’s point of view, constitute an optimal solution to the representation and exchange of that
information”. He proposed a taxonomy to define generic unimodalities consisting of various features.
Other researchers proposed taxonomies of information types such as dynamic, static, conceptual, concrete,
spatial, and temporal in order to select the appropriate modalities (e.g., Heller, Martin, Haneef, GievskaKrliu 2001, Sutcliffe, 1997).
Other research has been concerned with the so-called media allocation problem: “How does a
producer of a presentation determine which information to allocate to which medium, and how does a
perceiver recognize the function of each part as displayed in the presentation and integrate them into a
coherent whole?” (Arens, Hovy & Vossers, 1993). According to Arens et al. (1993) the characteristics of
the media used are not the only features that play a role in media allocation. The characteristics of the
information to be conveyed, the goals and characteristics of the producer, and the characteristics of the
perceiver and the communicative situation are also important. In order to create a multimodal information
presentation, modalities should be integrated dynamically based on a communication theory as a whole
(e.g., André 2000, Arens et al. 1993, Maybury & Lee 2000, Oviatt et al. 2003).
In short, several research fields have been concerned with the generation of multimodal information
presentations resulting in several guidelines, frameworks, and taxonomies. However what is really needed
to generate optimal multimodal presentations is gaining knowledge on whether users present information
in a multimodal way, and if so, when and how they present this multimodal information. To achieve this
goal, we will carry out a series of experiments following the cognitive engineering approach as used by
Heiser et al. (2004). In this approach, human users are asked to produce information presentations, which
are then rated by other users. Based on the results, cognitive design principles are identified and used to
improve the automatic generation of information presentations. In this paper, we present a production
experiment in which users’ (multimodal) answers to different medical questions were collected. We
expected that both question type (definition vs. procedural questions) and answer type (brief or extended)
would affect the answer presentation, i.e., some answers would probably consist of text only while others
would probably consist of a combination of modalities like text + picture. In a later stage, a preference
experiment will be conducted in which other users will rate the answer presentations collected in the
production experiment.
This paper is structured as follows. In section 2 the research method is described followed by the
results of a first analysis in section 3. We end with a general conclusion in section 4.
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METHOD

2.1 PARTICIPANTS
One hundred and eleven students of Tilburg University participated for course credits. Of the students, 46
were male and 65 were female. The mean age was 22 years (Std = 2,10). All participants used the
computer for their study and had a computer at their disposal at home.

2.2 STIMULI
The participants were given one of four sets of eight general medical questions for which the answers
could be found on the World Wide Web. The participants had to give two types of answers per question
i.e., a brief answer and an extended answer. Besides, different (combinations of) modalities could be used
to answer the questions. The participants had to assess for themselves which (combination of) modalities
were best for a given question, and they were specifically asked to present the answers as they would
prefer to find them in a QA system. To make sure they could carry out this task, they were instructed
about the working of QA systems in advance. Questions and answers had to be presented in a fixed format
in PowerPoint™ with areas for the question (“vraag”) and the answer (“antwoord”). This programme was
chosen because it has the possibility to insert pictures, film clips, and sound fragments in an answer
presentation. All participants were familiar with PowerPoint™ and most of them used it on a monthly
basis (51,4%).
Of the eight questions in each set, four were randomly chosen from one hundred medical questions
formulated to test the IMIX QA system (e.g., how many X-chromosomes does a woman have in her body
cells?). Of the remaining four questions, two were definition questions and two were procedural questions.
Orthogonal to this, two questions referred explicitly or implicitly to body parts and two did not. These
four question types were given to the participants in a random order. Examples of the questions were:
- Definition question + body parts: “Where is progesterone produced?” or “Where are red blood cells
produced?”
- Definition question - body parts: “What are the side effects of ibuprofen?” or “What are thrombolytic
drugs?”
- Procedural question + body parts: “How should a sling be applied to the left arm?” or “What should
be done when having a nosebleed?”
- Procedural question - body parts: “What happens when a myelogram is taken?” or “How is a SPECT
scan made?”

2.3 CODING SYSTEM
Each answer was coded as belonging to a category of the following variables: the presence of text,
typographic manipulation, spatial manipulation, graphical manipulation, photos, graphics, animations, the
function of these visual media2 related to text, and the position of the visual media related to text. Our
coding criteria for these variables are discussed below. To determine the reliability of the coding system,
Cohen’s κ (Krippendorff, 1980) was calculated. However, the Cohen’s κ was not calculated for two of the
variables: number of words and text. The number of words was counted automatically; therefore no
agreement had to be established between the annotators. Second, text occurred in 98% of the answers. The
remaining 2% of the answers were insufficient to determine the Cohen’s κ. Below we will describe our
criteria for coding the answers.
Number of words: The number of words was counted automatically.
Text: We distinguished the presence of textual answers (i.e., answers that contained text, possibly in
combination with other media) versus non-textual answers.
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Typographic manipulation: An answer contained typographic manipulation if the following features
occurred: the use of bold, italic, underlining, or colour in the text of the answer.
Spatial manipulation: An answer contained spatial manipulation if the following features occurred:
dividing the text into sections, indenting the text, using headings, or using enumeration.
Graphical manipulation: An answer contained graphical manipulation if the following features occurred:
using tables, horizontal or vertical lines, arrows, or bullets.
Photos: We distinguished whether the answer contained no photo, one photo or several photos.
Graphics: We defined graphics as non-photographic, static depictions of concepts (e.g., diagrams, charts,
and line drawings). We distinguished whether the answer contained no graphic, one graphic, or several
graphics.
Animations: We defined animations as dynamic visuals possibly with sound (e.g., film clips and animated
pictures). We distinguished whether the answer contained no animations, one animation, or several
animations.
Position of visual media: We wanted to know what the position of the visual media (i.e., photos,
graphics, and animations) was compared to the text within the answer presentations. We distinguished
whether the visual media were in the upper, lower, left or right part of the answer area.
Function of visual media: We wanted to know what the function of the visual medium (i.e., photos,
graphics, and animations) was in relation to text within the answer presentations. We distinguished three
functions, loosely based on Carney & Levin (2002):
1.

Decorational function: a visual medium has a decorational function if removing it from the answer
presentation does not alter the informativity of the answer in any way. Figure 1 shows two examples
of answer presentations in which the visual medium has a decorational function. The example on the
left shows an answer to the question: “What are the side effects of a vaccination for diphtheria,
whooping cough, tetanus, and polio?” Within the answer spatial manipulation occurs (i.e., the text is
divided into sections and an enumeration is used). Also graphical manipulation occurs (i.e., bullets
are used). The answer consists of a combination of text + graphic. The text describes the side effects
of the vaccination while the graphic only shows a syringe. The graphic does not add any information
to the answer; therefore it has a decorational function. The example on the right shows an answer to
the question: “How many X-chromosomes are there in a woman’s body cell?” The answer consists of
a combination of text + graphic. In text the answer is given (i.e., a woman’s body cell has two Xchromosomes). The answer would not be less informative if the graphic was not present.

Figure 1: Examples of answer presentations with a visual medium having a decorational function

2.

Representational function: a visual medium has a representational function if removing it from the
answer presentation does not alter the informativity of the answer, but its presence clarifies the text.
Figure 2 shows two examples of answer presentations in which the visual medium has a
representational function. The example on the left shows an answer to the question: “What types of
colitis can be distinguished?” Within the answer spatial manipulation (i.e., an enumeration is used)
and graphical manipulation occurs (i.e., bullets are used). The answer consists of a combination of
text + graphic. The text describes the four types of colitis and their occurrence in the intestines. This
information is visualized in the graphics. The example on the right shows an answer to the question:
“How should a sling be applied to the left arm?” The answer consists of three photos illustrating the
procedure, which is described in more detail in the text on the right.

Figure 2: Examples of answer presentations with a visual medium having a representational function
3.

Additional function: a visual medium has an additional function if removing it from the answer
presentation alters the informativity of the answer. If an answer consists only of a visual medium, it
automatically has an additional function. Figure 3 shows two examples of answer presentations in
which the visual medium has an additional function. The example on the left shows the answer to the
question: “How should a sling be applied to the left arm?” The answer consists of four graphics
illustrating the procedure. The example on the right shows an answer to the question: “How can I
strengthen my abdominal muscles?” The text describes some general information about abdominal
exercises (i.e., an exercise program should be well balanced in which all abdominal muscles must be
trained). The photos represent four exercises which can be done to strengthen the abdominal muscles.

Figure 3: Examples of answer presentations with a visual medium having an additional function

2.4 ANNOTATION PROCEDURE
In total 1776 answers were collected (111 participants × 8 questions × 2 (brief, extended) answers).
However, one participant gave 15 answers, resulting in one missing value. Thus, the coded corpus
consisted of 1775 answers. The coding scheme (see Section 2.3) was formulated and given to six
annotators (the authors plus one other annotator). The annotation was done in two steps. First, each
annotator independently coded a part of the corpus to determine the adequacy of the coding scheme.
Differences between the annotators were discussed, which resulted in some adjustments of the coding
system. Subsequently, every annotator independently coded the same set of 112 answers. Second, every
annotator independently coded a part of the total corpus (i.e., approximately 300 answers).
To compute agreement we used Cohen’s κ measure. Following standard practice, Cohen’s κ scores
between .81 and 1.00 signify an almost perfect agreement, between .61 and .80 signify a substantial
agreement, between .41 and .60 is a moderate agreement, and between .21 and .40 is a fair agreement
(Rietveld & van Hout, 1993). Table I summarizes the results. The annotators corresponded in judging the
occurrence of typographic manipulation. They highly corresponded in judging the occurrence of spatial
manipulation, photos, graphics, and animations. Moreover, an almost perfect agreement was reached in
assigning a function to the visual media, and a substantial agreement was reached in assigning a position
to the visual media3. However, a low agreement was reached for the occurrence of graphical manipulation.
A possible explanation for this result could be that the use of graphical manipulation interfered with the
use of PowerPoint™. This program presents the information point by point using bullets. It was not clear
whether the participants used the bullets intentionally or unintentionally to present the information.
Therefore, some analysts coded the use of bullets as an occurrence of graphical manipulation and some
did not, resulting in a low kappa score for this variable.

Typographic manipulation
Spatial manipulation
Graphical manipulation
Photo’s
Graphics
Animations
Function of visual media
Position of visual media

.74
.89
.41
.81
.83
.92
.83
.74

Table 1: Cohen’s κ scores of agreement for typographic manipulation, spatial manipulation, graphical
manipulation, photos, graphics, animations, the function and the position of visual media (n = 112 answer
presentations)
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RESULTS

3.1 DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS
Table 2 shows the frequencies of text, typographic manipulation, spatial manipulation, graphical
manipulation, visual media (overall), photos, graphics, and animations in the complete corpus of coded
answer presentations. Inspection of Table 2 reveals that most answer presentations contain text. Almost
one in five answers contained typographic manipulation. Spatial manipulation occurred in almost half of
the answer presentations and graphical manipulation occurred in one of the six answer presentations.
Almost one in four answers contained one or more visual media of which graphics were most frequent and
animations were least frequent. The presence of photos was between these two.
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Table 3 shows the frequencies of photos and graphics related to their position.4 The analysis of the
position of visual media revealed significant effects for both photos (χ2 (3) = 75.96, p < .001) and graphics
(χ2 (3) = 176.02, p < .001). In both cases, the medium was most often placed below the text.
Table 4 shows the frequencies of photos, graphics, and animations related to their function. Note that
the answer presentations in which photos, graphics, or animations co-occurred are not shown in the table.
Table 3 reveals that the distribution of photos related to their function differed significantly from chance
(χ2 (2) = 42.84, p < .001). Most photos had a representational function. Also, the distribution of graphics
related to their function differed significantly from chance (χ2 (2) = 34.50, p < .001). Most graphics had a
representational function. Finally, the distribution of animations related to their function differed
significantly from chance (χ2 (2) = 63.88, p < .001). Most animations had an additional function.

Text

98.3

Typographic manipulation

18.1

Spatial manipulation

47.6

Graphical manipulation

16.7

Visual media5

24.0
Photos

9.0

Graphics

14.2

Animations

3.6

Table 2: Frequencies of text, typographic manipulation, spatial manipulation, graphical manipulation,
photos, graphics, and animations in 1775 coded answers from 111 participants (Scores are percentages of
answers; n = 1775)

Photo (n = 114)
Graphic (n =193)

Above text
8.8
3.6

Position of visual media with respect to text
Below text
Left of text
Right of text
56.1
3.5
31.6
61.1
2.1
33.2

Totals
100.0
100.0

Table 3: Frequencies of photos and graphics related to their position (Scores are percentages of answers)
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The position of animations was not taken into account because they were always added to the answer
presentations with hyperlinks. Moreover, in this analysis answer presentations in which only a visual medium
occurred are not taken into account.
5
In some answers several visual media occurred (i.e., photos, graphics, and animations). These instances were
counted as one occurrence of visual media. Thus the sum of the frequencies of photos, graphics, and animations does
not correspond with the overall frequency of the variable visual media.

Function of visual media
Decorational
function

Representational
function

Additional
function

Totals

Photos (n = 129)

20.9

60.5

18.6

100.0

Graphics (n = 221)

15.4

46.6

38.0

100.0

Animations (n = 48)

2.1

10.4

87.5

100.0

Table 4: Frequencies of photos, graphics, and animations related to their function (Scores are percentages
of answers)

3.2 BRIEF AND EXTENDED ANSWERS
As expected the type of answer (brief vs. extended) affected the answer presentation. The type of
answer had a significant effect on the mean number of words used (t (1726) = 30.39, p < .001). The mean
number of words used in brief answers was 24 words (Std = 23,02), while the mean number of words used
in extended answers was 106 words (Std = 76,20). Table 5 shows the frequencies and χ2 statistics of the
presence of text, typographic manipulation, spatial manipulation, graphical manipulation, visual media
(overall), photos, graphics, and animations within the brief and extended answers. The results showed that
there was a significant difference in the presence of all the variables within the answer type. Inspection of
Table 5 reveals that they all occurred more frequently within the extended answers.
Table 6 shows the frequencies and χ2 statistics of the functions of visual media related to brief and
extended answers. The results showed that the overall distribution of the functions of visual media within
the answer type differed significantly (χ2 (2) = 31.47, p < .001). Visual media with a decorational function
occurred significantly more often in brief answers than in extended answers. Visual media having a
representational function occurred significantly more often in extended answers. Finally, visual media
having an additional function occurred significantly more often in brief answers.
χ2 statistics

Brief answers
(n = 888)

Extended answers
(n = 887)

97.5

99.0

χ2 (1) = 5.53, p < .025

9.8

26.5

χ2 (1) = 83.30, p < .001

23.9

71.4

χ2 (1) = 401.24, p < .001

8.9

24.5

χ2 (1) = 77.40, p < .001

11.0

38.0

χ2 (1) = 174.30, p < .001

Photos

4.8

13.1

χ2 (1) = 36.90, p < .001

Graphics

5.5

22.9

χ2 (1) = 109.98, p < .001

Animations

.9

6.3

χ2 (1) = 37.40, p < .001

Text
Typographic
manipulation
Spatial manipulation
Graphical manipulation
Visual media

Table 5: Frequencies and χ2 statistics of the presence of text, typographic manipulation, spatial
manipulation, graphical manipulation, visual media (overall), photos, graphics, and animations related to
the brief and extended answers (Scores are percentages of answers; n = 1775)

Decorational function
Representational function
Additional function
Totals

Brief answers
(n = 98)
25.5
21.4
53.1
100.0

Extended answers
(n = 338)
13.3
53.3
33.4
100.0

χ2 statistics
χ2 (1) = 5.71, p < .025
χ2 (1) = 125.78, p < .001
χ2 (1) = 22.55, p < .001

Table 6: Frequencies of the function of visual media related to brief and extended answers (Scores are
percentages of answers; n = 436)

3.3 DEFINITION AND PROCEDURAL QUESTIONS WITH AND WITHOUT REFERENCE
TO BODY PARTS
We were interested whether different types of questions were related to different answer presentations.
Therefore we analyzed a subset of the medical questions (i.e., the definition and procedural questions with
and without reference to body parts). The results indicated that the type of question had a significant effect
on the mean number of words used in the answer presentation (F (3, 484.63) = 9.28, p < .001)6. Post hoc
tests indicated that the answers of procedural questions consisted of more words than the answers of
definition questions irrespective of reference to body parts.
Table 7 shows the frequencies and χ2 statistics of the presence of text, typographic manipulation,
spatial manipulation, graphical manipulation, visual media (overall), photos, graphics, and animations
within the definition and procedural questions and within questions with and without reference to body
parts. The results showed that the distribution of typographic manipulation within the question types did
not differ: typographic manipulation occurred equally within all question types. However, the distribution
of all other variables within the question types differed significantly. Text occurred most frequently within
definition questions with reference to body parts and procedural questions without reference to body parts.
Spatial and graphical manipulation were most frequent in procedural questions with reference to body
parts. The use of visual media was also most frequent within this type of questions. Finally, photos and
animations occurred more often in answers to procedural questions with reference to body parts. However,
graphics occurred more often in answers to definition questions with reference to body parts.
Table 8 shows the frequencies and χ2 statistics of the functions of visual media within definition and
procedural questions and within questions with and without reference to body parts. The results show that
the functions of visual media differed significantly within the question types (χ2 (6) = 91.84, p < .001).
Table 8 shows that visual media with a decorational function occurred most often in definition questions
without reference to body parts, and that visual media with a representational function occurred most often
in definition questions with reference to body parts. Finally, visual media having an additional function
occurred most often in procedural questions with reference to body parts.
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CONCLUSION

In this paper we described a production experiment following a cognitive engineering approach in order to
gain knowledge on which modality combinations are used in manually created answers. A total of 1775
answers to different medical questions were collected. These answers were coded as belonging to a
category of the following variables: text, typographic manipulation, spatial manipulation, graphical
manipulation, photos, graphics, animations, the function and the position of the visual media related to
text. To determine the reliability of this coding scheme, six annotators coded part of the data. The results
of this reliability analysis indicated that for most variables the annotators corresponded highly in their
judgments.

6

Tests for significance were performed using a Welch's analysis of variance (ANOVA), as the variances were not
equal. A significance threshold of .05 was used and for post hoc tests the Tukey HSD method was used.

Definition questions
(n = 443)
Body
¬ Body
parts
parts
(n = 222)
(n = 221)

Procedural questions
(n = 444)
Body
¬ Body
parts
parts
(n = 222)
(n = 222)

χ2 statistics

Text

99.5

99.1

94.1

99.5

χ2 (3) = 24.61, p < .001

Typographic
manipulation

22.5

16.3

18.0

17.1

χ2 (3) = 3.421, p = .33

Spatial manipulation

38.7

53.4

61.3

41.4

χ2 (3) = 29.47, p < .001

Graphical manipulation

9.5

20.8

29.7

9.5

χ2 (3) = 44.83, p < .001

Visual Media

31.1

10.4

46.8

32.4

χ2 (3) = 70.84, p < .001

Photos

4.5

5.9

24.3

19.8

χ2 (3) = 55.73, p < .001

Graphics

28.4

5.0

13.1

11.7

χ2 (3) = 52.29, p < .001

.5

.9

13.5

5.0

χ2 (3) = 51.74, p < .001

Animations

Table 7: Frequencies and χ2 statistics of the presence of text, typographic manipulation, spatial
manipulation, graphical manipulation, visual media (overall), photos, graphics, and animations within the
definition and procedural questions and within questions with and without reference to body parts.

Decorational function
Representational
function
Additional function
Totals

Definition questions
(n = 92)
Body
¬ Body
parts
parts
(n = 69)
(n = 23)
5.8
65.2
63.8
21.8
30.4
100.0

13.0
100.0

Procedural questions
(n = 177)
Body
¬ Body
parts
parts
(n = 105)
(n = 72)
4.8
5.6
41.0
54.2
54.2
100.0

40.2
100.0

χ2 statistics
χ2 (3) = 12.29, p < .01
χ2 (3) = 31.78, p < .001
χ2 (3) = 55.09, p < .001

Table 8: Frequencies and χ2 statistics of the functions of visual media related to the definition and
procedural questions and to questions with and without reference to body parts (Scores are percentages of
answers; n = 269)
A first analysis of the data showed that the participants used combinations of text and visual media to
present their answers. Almost one in four answers contained one or more visual media. Moreover,
significant differences were found in the distribution of photos, graphics, and animations related to their
function. Photos often had a representational function: they visually represented the information
mentioned in the text. Animations often had an additional function because they present the information
dynamically as opposed to photos. Graphics often had either a representational or an additional function.
A possible explanation for this result could be that graphics are more diverse. While some graphics
visually represent the information mentioned in text, other graphics represent information in such a way
(e.g., the presence of arrows or charts) that they contain more information than mentioned in the text.
As expected the type of answer (brief vs. extended) affected the answer presentation. Extended
answers consisted of more words than the brief answers, but also word manipulation, spatial manipulation

and graphical manipulation were more frequent in the extended answers. A possible explanation for this
result could be that presenting more text affects the readability. Typographic manipulation, spatial
manipulation, and graphical manipulation could help to make the text more transparent and thus more
readable. Also visual media were more frequent in the extended answers. Within brief answers, most
frequent were visual media with a decorational and additional function whereas visual media with a
representational function were more frequent within extended answers. A possible explanation for this
result could be that when the answer does not contain much text, it is likely that the visual medium will
have an additional function (i.e., it expresses more information). When the answer contains much text, it is
likely that the visual medium will have a representational function (i.e., it represents the information
mentioned visually).
The type of question also affected the answer presentation. Answers to procedural questions consisted
of more words. Besides, spatial and graphical manipulation occurred more frequently in answers to this
type of questions. A possible explanation for this result could be that procedural information consists of
several steps that have to be described. Moreover, dividing the text into sections or using headings may
help the user to see when one step ends and another begins (Ganier, 2004). The distribution of visual
media differed significantly within the question types. Photos and animations occurred most often in
answers to procedural questions with reference to body parts. These visual media may help to visualise the
steps of a procedure. However, graphics occurred most often in answers to definition questions with
reference to body parts. As mentioned earlier, graphics are more diverse making them perhaps more
suitable for other question types. For example, the definition question “Where is testosterone produced?”
may be more clearly visualized with a graphic in which different parts of the male reproductive system are
illustrated.
The first results of this production experiment following the cognitive engineering approach showed
that users do make use of multiple media in their information presentations and that the design of these
presentations is affected by the answer and question type. However what is not clear is which kind of
multimodal information presentation users would prefer. This will be tested in a second experiment in
which users will rate the answer presentations collected in this production experiment. Based on the
results of this experiment, we intend to develop a set of design principles for multimodal answer
presentation in the IMIX medical QA system.
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